
  

A Place to Hide 
        
One of the most unforgettable experiences you’ll ever have on your Tasimba safari will be in the brand 
new “hide” at our Linkwasha camp.  Quietly you will climb down a few steps into a room, your guide 
will open the hatches and incredibly you will find yourself at eye level to the waterhole –   just a mere 
few feet away.   
 
In hushed silence you will watch the animals come down to drink, totally oblivious to your presence.  
You’ll see the hooves of the zebra, wildebeest, impala and other wildlife sink into the muddy edge, their 
parched tongues flick out for a hasty drink, then tense with them when you see their muscles ripple and 
tighten as they sense potential danger. It will take your breath away!   
 
In the distance you may see a dusty cloud on the horizon, a signal of a massive herd of cape buffalo 
on their way to the waterhole.  
 
Meantime though a family of elephants have arrived. From your vantage point they tower above you 
and you realize just how huge and magnificent these beautiful creatures really are.    
 
For a mesmerizing close encounter with wild and bird life, spend time in a hide. Click here to watch just 
one of many fantastic hide experiences: https://youtu.be/usy7AbqMbW0 

  

  
 

 

https://youtu.be/usy7AbqMbW0
https://youtu.be/usy7AbqMbW0


Twice daily at Linkwasha you’ll have wonderful encounters with animals in the wilderness from the 4X4 
vehicles. You will never get the intimate closeness though that you will experience from the hide.  Here’s 
where you are likely to get the absolute best wildlife photos of your amazing Tasimba week. You’ll wish 
you could stay for hours! 
 
A Different Hide 
 
On your Tasimba safari there’s a different kind of hide that we’ll visit as well.  This one isn’t as well 
camouflaged as the sunken room in front of camp but it’s also by a waterhole, known as Scott’s Pan. 
It’s a platform hide in an area so tranquil that you can sit and watch for hours, the abundant bird and 
wildlife. 

 
You will be spellbound by the profound peace of the wilderness and in thrall of the silent ebb and flow 
of countless species living their lives as they have for millennia.  Disconnected from the modern world 
never will you feel so connected to the beauty and wonder of nature. Tasimba – so much more than 
just a safari!  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

New this year! Tasimba Announces Advance Booking Allowances! 

 

We’re thrilled to announce Advance Booking Allowances on any of our 7-day Tasimba trips in 2019.  
 
Join us at Linkwasha, our exclusive, luxury camp 
set in a vast game-rich, private wilderness. 

 

We look forward to welcoming you on a Tasimba trip!   
 

 
Our next Tasimba safari experience:   October 29th to November 5th.  
 
For more information, please contact:   

Hugh Coppen at 415-805-8611 
or email to: hughcoppen@tasimba.com  
or visit our website www.tasimba.com   

  
     

Book in advance and SAVE 

as much as 30% on any Tasimba trip! 
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